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Optical Science and Technology (OSST) Â· unnessecar 1:43 AMQ: jquery value and on-click set to update I have this script to

show and set a value in a div via jquery: var selcted; $('.option').click(function() { selcted = $(this).val();
$(".info").html(selcted); }); HTML: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Select Why does the script only show me the val() in the div.info and

not the values on the div.option itself? A: You should use DOM event $(document).ready(function(){
$(".option").click(function() { var selcted = $(this).val(); $(".info").html(selcted); }); }); Softly, softly, Cat. Question: How do
you dispose of firearms that won’t work anymore without irreparably damaging them and leaving behind a body of damning

evidence? A question the police was forced to ask themselves after the police-discharged gun mounted in the gun safe of
Roger Moore’s London home went kaboom. We’re sure the police knew what they were doing when they decided to remove
the gun in question from the safe, because police may be bad at guns but they are quite good at getting rid of dead ones.
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You'll fall in love with 3d Duel Fantasy at first sight! The game is overflowing with ideas, and will not leave you. What if you
could summon your exact favorite Pokemon and fight against your opponents with them? You are free to do and summon

whatever you want, but be careful about how you use it. One of the game’s strongest features is that it is dynamically
created from the opinions and suggestions of its players. You can create your own unique team of favorite Pokemon and use
them in PvP battles against other players. Your team can be made of 10, 20 or more Pokemon at the moment and you will

be able to choose your favorite Pokemon that you would like to use. In addition, the players are able to trade Pokemon with
one another, and many of them are trying to collect the new Pokemon from around the world. REVIEW: You'll fall in love with

3d Duel Fantasy at first sight! The game is overflowing with ideas, and will not leave you. What if you could summon your
exact favorite Pokemon and fight against your opponents with them? You are free to do and summon whatever you want,

but be careful about how you use it. One of the game’s strongest features is that it is dynamically created from the opinions
and suggestions of its players. You can create your own unique team of favorite Pokemon and use them in PvP battles

against other players. Your team can be made of 10, 20 or more Pokemon at the moment and you will be able to choose
your favorite Pokemon that you would like to use. In addition, the players are able to trade Pokemon with one another, and
many of them are trying to collect the new Pokemon from around the world. • You can fight against human players as well
as against monsters. • You can create your own team of favorite Pokemon and use it for PvP combat against other players.
• The players are able to trade Pokemon with one another, and many of them are trying to collect the new Pokemon from

around the world. • You can also play as a trainer and try to win the game by way of experience points. • In addition to the
Main Game, you can also have an opportunity to start or join a Duel Shop. • You can purchase items from the shop using the
points. • In addition to Pokemon, you can also use the items, data, and items. • You can easily enjoy the game thanks to the

dynamic battle animations.
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I got this error and i cant install the software. how to resolve this error? thanks A: The are many reasons why you are getting
the error message. First try to run the command prompt as administrator to check if the problem is related with the UAC

settings. If it works the the problem is not related with the UAC. If still the error message appears, then check if your system
has any antivirus installed or there is a virus scanning running in the background. Caldera Formation The Caldera Formation
is a geologic formation in Spain whose strata date back to the Late Paleozoic. Dinosaur remains are among the fossils that
have been recovered from the formation. See also List of dinosaur-bearing rock formations List of stratigraphic units with

indeterminate dinosaur fossils References Bibliography Weishampel, David B.; Dodson, Peter; and Osmólska, Halszka (eds.):
The Dinosauria, 2nd, Berkeley: University of California Press. 861 pp. . Category:Geologic formations of Spain

Category:Paleontology in Spain Category:Paleozoic Spain Category:Mudstone formationsCornell Democrat to hold hearings
on fiscal cliff A Senate hearing on the fiscal cliff will pit a Democratic congressman against the White House over President
Barack Obama's efforts to avoid the tax hikes and spending cuts that could go into effect if the $1.2 trillion package is not
resolved by the end of the year. President Barack Obama holds a meeting with House Democratic leaders on Capitol Hill
Tuesday, Nov. 14, 2011 in Washington, on the fiscal cliff. The president is pressing Democrats to vote for new tax and

spending cuts to offset the tax increases. The Senate will hold a hearing Nov. 14 on the fiscal cliff deal before the chamber
starts its holiday recess. The chamber is scheduled to start its holiday recess at the end of the week and will not be in

session for a week. But with the fiscal cliff approaching, there has been little movement on a deal, and some Democrats are
raising their voice against the negotiations. Rep. Mike Michaud (D-Maine) has already written to the Senate to say the

president has not done enough to address his demands to reduce the deficit. "I can only conclude that this is a president
that gives a pass to the
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